Read a nonfiction book about anti-racism
Read a book by an LGBTQ+ author
Read a book by an Indigenous, First Nations, or Native American author
Read a fat-positive romance
Read a book by a trans or nonbinary author
Read a book that has a movie or TV adaptation
Read a book with a cover you don’t like
Read a historical fiction with a Person of Color or LGBTQ+ protagonist
Read a book of poetry
Read a book that centers a disabled character but not their disability
Read a book set in the Midwest
Read a book that demystifies a common mental illness
Read a book by a debut author
Read a fiction graphic novel
Read a nonfiction graphic novel
Read an #ownvoices book
Read a book by an author born outside of the United States
Read a fantasy or science fiction book
Read a memoir by a Black, Indigenous, or Person of Color
Read a book about the immigration experience
Read a YA or juvenile book
Read a collection of short stories
Read a book about an environmental issue
Read a genre you don’t usually read

Looking for suggestions? Visit sargentmemorial.wordpress.com throughout the year for library ideas for categories or contact library staff!